The performance and dynamic stability issues of flight control systems are still considered one of the most challenging design problems even though all of significant advances that have been happened in UAVs in the two last decades. This paper is devoted to design a flight control system to stabilize the attitude of small UAV against additive uncertainties. Toward this objective, structured robust control framework is considered. The design procedure is performed using two control configurations: The single degree of freedom (SDOF) controller is considered and then followed by the two degree of freedom (TDOF) controller to achieve some advantages. In SDOF configuration the entire set of all stabilizing controllers are, graphically, computed and then the controller parameter are, arbitrary, selected. A trade-off between designs requirements in SDOF controller determines the use of the TDOF controller. Therefore, the obtained parameters from SDOF controller are taken as initial guess and tuned using TDOF decentralized control to achieve the pre-determined performance specifications, while guarantee pre-determined robust stability. The obtained results clarify the ability of the designed controller to achieve an adequate level of stability and performance properties.
INTRODUCTION
Robust control is a powerful mathematical framework where the variations range of uncertainties can be estimated explicitly [1] . Therefore, a key with robust control systems is the uncertainty, and how the control system can deal with the worst case scenario. Consequently, it is well suited to applications where the stability has top priorities. Referring to Figure (1) , the uncertainty sources can be grouped and classified into two sets: dynamic perturbation and disturbance signals [2] , and their effects either additive or multiplicative. The additive uncertainty gives an account of the absolute error between the actual dynamic and nominal plant model, while the multiplicative representation shows the relative error. Several techniques for robust control have been developed recently, either in time domain or frequency domain such as Η 2 or Η ∞ respectively [2] , [3] . The traditional robust control suffers from two shortcomings (structure and complexity). With respect to structure, the tunable and non-tunable elements are gathered in each block individually. It is called centralized robust control. Moreover, complexity appears as high-order controller with no a Ph.D. student b Professor c Professor certain structure. These shortcomings limit its implementations in the embedded control where all tunable elements group in decentralized structure control of simple elements [4] . Figure 
Uncertainty Sources
In this paper, PI controller and static gain are considered as structure for robust control synthesis. It is well-known that the stability property is the minimal requirements for any control system. So in the SDOF configuration, the regions of stability in the parameter-space of the PI controller are determined according to the trends that have been found in [5] , [6] , [7] , and [8] .
The rest of paper is organized as follows: section-2 is devoted to the computational stability regions of the PI controller, while section-3 is dedicated to design procedures for small UAV longitudinal autopilot. In section-4 Tuning of TDOF robust controller is performed. Main conclusions can be found in section-5.
COMPUTATIONAL STABILITY REGIONS OF PI CONTROLLER
For additive uncertainty a suitable feedback control configuration is shown in Figure 2 . [2] , [3] , [9] Where , , , ∆ are nominal plant model, feedback controller, additive weight, and perturbed plant respectively. ∆ is unknown stable perturbation [2] .
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The frequency response for each block in Figure ( 2) can be written according to [2] , [3] , [9] as:
A transfer function from and can be given by:
where:
is sensitivity function. For good tracking and disturbance rejection the sensitivity function has to be minimized by shaping the loop function, = , steeply (high gain) in the low frequency band. In order to meet the design specifications a weighting function is used. For robust controller synthesis the block diagram in Figure 2 can be rearranged into its corresponding standard form as shown in Figure 3 . = [ ] , = and is shaped generalized plant model. The tunable block is gathered into single block , and the other parts of diagram are grouped into single block also. More details can be found in [2] , [3] . A robust stabilization problem can be stated according to small gain theorem as: Given a perturbed plant ∆ , and an unknown but stable transfer function ∆ , the closed loop system is robustly stable if stabilizes the nominal plant and the following constraint holds:
where γ is positive scalar. Recalling the phase definition, the robust stability constraint in equation (5) can be written as:
is the magnitude of the closed loop system, and
is the phase shift of the closed loop system. From equation (6), the intersection of all robust controllers forms an invariant set where all ∈ satisfy the constraint in equation (5) . A characteristic polynomial of the perturbed closed loop system is given by:
Consequently, for each value of ϕ( ω) ϵ [0,2π] ∀ ω ϵ [0, ∞) there are ( ω) ∀ ω ϵ [0, ∞) on the boundary of equation (7) . Referring to equation (7), the stability of the closed loop system depends on the locations of the roots of the characteristic equation.
The system is Hurwitz stable if and only if all the roots of the characteristic polynomial (7) are located in the left-half of the s-plane.
Substituting equations (1), (2), and (3) into equation (7) yields,
Thus, the problem is switched to find and that make the closed loop poles of the system Hurwitz stable. Now, our target here is to compute the boundaries of the PI controller stability regions. To realize this objective, equation (8) is solved using complex root boundary criteria. The solution can be found in [5] , [8] , [3] , [10] for all ω ≠ 0 and ϕ ϵ [0,2π]. In this paper only ϕ ϵ [0, π] is considered since ϕ ϵ [π, 2π] is mirror image. Therefore, the obtained controller gains can be written as:
where
CASE STUDY: UAV LONGITUDINAL AUTOPILOT
In this section, the longitudinal autopilot for small UAV is designed using the proposed method. Data for this UAV are found in [11] . The transfer function of pitch angle related to elevator angle with time delay is given as: The mean value of the time delay lies in range of {0.05, 0.25}. Here, the time delay with a value equal to τ = 0.1 is chosen. The additive weight W represents the design specifications in the frequency domain.
The determination of is an iterative process. Since there is no rule to be followed to select the desired weight, one can start with the exact integrator [12] , [13] . Here, an approximate integrator is chosen, and its transfer function is written as follows:
a and b parameters are designed by iterative simulation of the pitch angle response until the satisfactory shape is obtained. Consequently, five simulations for different values of a and b are performed and their corresponding frequency response can be shown in Figure 4 . Clearly any point ( (ω, ϕ, γ), (ω, ϕ, γ)) is sensitive to variations in frequency and phase. On the other hand, the following observations can be obtained from Figure (5):
1. As the frequency increases the point ( (ω, ϕ, γ), (ω, ϕ, γ)) moves in a particular direction along the stability boundary starts and ends at ω = 0 and ω = ω ∞ respectively. 2. Due to the uncertainty in the system dynamic: the phase shift is changed from ϕ = 0 up to ϕ = π and, consequently, the stability boundaries are also changed. As a result, the region of stability decreases when phase shift increases and vice versa. 3. The parameters space of PI gains can be divided into five regions a. Region 1: it is stable b. Region 2: it is robustly stable c. Region 3: it is unstable and has one unstable pole d. Region 4: it is unstable and has one unstable pole e. Region 5: it is unstable and has two unstable poles The number of unstable poles is counted for each region using the theorem found in [15] . According to this theorem, the number of unstable poles will not change inside each region, but the situation will be different when the boundary is crossed.
That is the number of unstable poles increases or decreases, if the parameters cross the boundary for ≠ 0 . The characteristics of the closed loop system in the stable region for arbitrary selected points are recorded in Table 2 and Table 3 . First is fixed and gradually is varied, then the opposite happened. Furthermore, the shape of singular values for the same points, individually, can be shown in Figure 6 .
Obviously, from frequency response, the system is insensitive to the variations in the integrator gain in the low frequency band and very sensitive to any variations that happened in the high frequency band.
For the proportional gain the opposite happened. So, the gains of controller must be selected to guarantee the stability of the closed loop system. Three points have been selected randomly from the robust stability region (invariant set) where the gains of controller are insensitive to the uncertainty that affected the system phase shift. Hence, the stability of the system must be considered in the choice of the controller gains. The corresponding closed poles and time history can be shown in table (4) and Figure  7 , respectively. 
TDOF CONTROLLER TUNING
The designed controller in section-2 suffers from two shortcomings. Firstly, a compromise between robustness and performance properties is made. Because in the SDOF controller, the feedback loop properties cannot be, frequency shaped independently [15] . Secondly, centralized structure is not consistent with the embedded MIMO control. Therefore, to tackle these shortcomings, two degree of freedom (TDOF) decentralized structure is used as shown in Figure 8 . Where is the feedback controller and used to meet the robust stability property, is the reference tracking controller and used to meet the performance property. No compromises need to be made since the two controllers are shaped in different frequency bands [15] .
The block diagram shown in Figure 8 can be rearranged into the standard form as shown in Figure 9 [16] . In this figure, all tunable blocks are gathered into diagonal block , while other parts of the diagram into another diagonal block . A decentralized structure is more convenient than the centralized structure when the system is controlled by multiple controllers (multivariable control), [3] , [4] , [16] .
Referring to Figure 9 , the problem here is to find all = ( , ) stabilizing the closed loop system subjected to the following constraint [4] ∥ ∥ ∞ < 1 (11) where = ( 1 , 2 ) are the constraints and handle two independent transfer functions Therefore, decentralized Η ∞ control can be introduced in the following standard form = ( , ) , = 1,2
where = ( 1 , 2 ) In equation (12) two closed loops are independently constrained and this will lead to repeat the controller design twice in diagonal form. A systematic procedure for solving problem given by equation (12) is found in [4] . The solution is adopted here for TDOF controller.
Referring to Figure 9 , the controller is composed of two tunable elements: 1. PI controller with K p and K i 2. Reference controller K r For tuning, and are initialized with 1.10242, and 0.4519 respectively. These values are taken from the region 2 in figure (5) . The performance is expressed in terms of reference model objective and shaping filter as in equations (13) and (14) respectively.
= ω 2 2 + 2ζω + ω 2 (13)
Where ω = 2 and ζ = 0.7 are the natural frequency and damping ratio respectively and c 0 , 1 , and 2 are filter parameters. On the other hand, for the stability property the closed loop is augmented with constant gain 1 to impose some minimum distance from the critical point. Thus, the shaping functions 1 and 2 are determined by iterative simulation and the following values are taken: 0 = 40, 1 = 0.1, c 2 = 1.1 and 2 =0.866.
Thus, the problem encloses tuning K p ,K i , and K r such that the closed loop system is stable subjected to: ‖ ‖ ∞ < 1 where = ( 1 1 , 2 2 ), = ( , ), = 1,2, and = ( , , )
Simulation Results:
Time history of the closed loop system is shown in Figure 10 and the tuned parameters of controller are written in Table 5 . It is obvious that, the designed controller satisfies predetermined performance and pre-determined stability requirements. z Figure 10 . Time history of pitch angle 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented different issues in structured robust control systems design. In the first place, PI controller and static gain are chosen as structure for robust control synthesis. Second, stability regions of SDOF central PI-controller are, graphically, computed and determined. Five regions are found and classified into stable regions (1 and 2) and unstable regions (3, 4, and 5) . In region2 the gains of controller are insensitive to the variations in the phase shift. Therefore, it is considered as the region of robust stability.
The simulation of shaping function, revealed the sensitivity of the system to variations in proportional and integrator gains in low frequency band and high frequency band respectively.
